Outline for THE PAUL BUNYAN NET for _______/_______/________ (MM/DD/YY)
(Version: 091509)

Good evening and welcome to the Paul Bunyan Ladies and Gentleman’s Net. My name is __________,
____________ (Callsign) and I will be your net control operator tonight. This is an informational and fun net to
promote Amateur Radio. All amateurs are invited to check-in, and as always, any Emergency or Priority Traffic
will be handled immediately. Radiograms for local handling and for the National Traffic System (NTS) are
welcome. Please address all communications to Net Control. Again my name is ________________,
_____________ (Callsign) located in _________________________. (UNKEY)
We will now take check-in's; Please use the "THIS IS" format by keying and saying "THIS IS" then unkeying
and listening to be certain you have the frequency; and if you do have the frequency immediately key again and
provide your CALL and state if you have any traffic. AN EXAMPLE WILL FOLLOW:
THIS IS (UNKEY & LISTEN, THEN KEY) CALLSIGN, No Traffic. (UNKEY)
At this time I will take check-in’s from any mobile or short-time stations. Please call now: (UNKEY)

1.__________________________3.___________________________ 5.__________________________
2.__________________________4.___________________________ 6.__________________________
At this time I will take check-in’s from any stations. Please call now: (UNKEY)

1.__________________________ 8.___________________________15._________________________
2.__________________________ 9.___________________________16._________________________
3.__________________________10.__________________________17._________________________
4.__________________________11.__________________________18._________________________
5.__________________________12.__________________________19._________________________
6.__________________________13.__________________________20._________________________
7.__________________________14.__________________________21._________________________
In keeping with the purpose of the net, does anyone have a topic for discussion or a question concerning amateur
radio equipment or operation for the net this evening - - any station please call? (UNKEY)
(Some ideas for a discussion topic if required: Item(s) from the ARRL Weekly Letter on-line at
http://www.arrl.org/, Trivia/Amateur Radio exam question http://www.aa9pw.com/radio/exam.html)
I will call on every check-in for the “first go-round” and then I will go back to the top of the list for “the second
cup”. After the “second cup”, I will ask if anyone has ham related equipment to buy, sell or trade and any
Announcements or Comments. Before we begin are there any more check-ins. (UNKEY) (add to list above)
Let’s start at the top of the list for comments; you are welcome to address today’s topic which is
_________________________________________________________________________
or
provide
information on anything else of your choice. _____________ (Callsign 1. from above) your transmission please,
______________ (Callsign 2.) please stand by. (UNKEY) (Continue down the list and take a stand-by for checkin’s and check-out’s about every ten minutes.)
(After the first set of transmissions then:)
I will now go back to the top of the list for “the second cup”. _____________ (Callsign 1. from above) your
transmission please, ______________ (Callsign 2.) please stand by. (UNKEY)
(After the second set of transmissions then:)
Does anyone have any ham related equipment to buy, sell or trade; and any announcements or additional
comments - - please call? (UNKEY)
Thanks for checking into our net. Have a good and safe week. I will now secure the net at ______________
local time and return the repeater back to normal amateur use.
Thank you and good evening!
_________________ (Callsign) out. (UNKEY)

